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In a striking collaboration that merges Italian flair with Japanese tuning prowess, the Abarth 595 receives a bold
makeover courtesy of Liberty Walk. Renowned for their distinctive widebody kits and aggressive styling modifications,
Liberty Walk leaves an indelible mark on the supermini hot hatch, transforming it into an unmistakable force on the road.
 At the forefront of the transformation lies the front end, where the bumper undergoes a dramatic extension and
modification, seamlessly integrating with the widened fender flares. Surprisingly absent are the typical bolt-on designs,
replaced instead with a cohesive and harmonious blend. Flicks adorn the bumper, while a new apron adds a touch of
aggression to the lower fascia.
 Venturing further back, the side profile reveals extended side skirts, perfectly aligned with the muscular wheel arches.
This harmonious integration contributes to the car's widened stance, exuding a sense of raw power and dynamism.

Turning heads at the rear, a newly designed diffuser with a multi-fin layout enhances the car's aerodynamics and
aggressive styling cues. Dominating the scene is a generously sized wing mounted atop the tailgate, evoking the spirit of
rally homologation specials and adding a touch of motorsport-inspired flair.   Completing the ensemble are aftermarket
wheels boasting wide lips and a striking six-spoke design, finished elegantly in black. Against a backdrop of pristine
white, the Abarth 595 stands poised to receive Liberty Walk's signature decals, further accentuating its bold and
unmistakable identity.   In essence, the collaboration between Abarth and Liberty Walk yields a visual masterpiece,
embodying a fusion of Italian heritage and Japanese innovation. With its swollen-up design and aggressive styling
elements, the Abarth 595 by Liberty Walk commands attention on every street it graces, a true testament to the artistry
of automotive customization.
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